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GET MORE OUT 
OF YOUR FLEET
No matter what challenges the job throws at you, 
be prepared with accessories for JLG® boom lifts, 
scissor lifts and telehandlers. 
 
Retrofit your existing equipment with the newest innovations or explore 
application-specific options that help workers handle tasks like welding at 
height, transporting bulky materials and more.

Accessories from JLG help increase your ROI by giving operators the tools they 
need to be more confident and more productive. Designed specifically with the 
job in mind, these add-ons and options are a cost-effective way to lower your 
overall total cost of ownership.

JLG® ACCESSORIES IMPROVE 
THE OPERATOR EXPERIENCE BY:

• Increasing efficiency

• Enhancing safety

• Boosting confidence

• Improving comfort
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Scan to Shop Online

Boom Lifts
See how to retrofit your boom lift with 
advanced technologies like SkyGuard® 
and browse helpful platform options 
and application-specific packages.

Scissor Lifts
Learn how to add advanced technologies 
to your scissor lift and explore 
productivity-boosting options like 
platform workstations and pipe racks.

Telehandlers
Find accessories for your 
telehandler, from options that 
increase operator awareness and 
security to kits that improve 
durability for demanding jobs.

Order Today
Online: onlineexpress.jlg.com

Call: 1-877-554-5438
Fax: 1-800-733-8939
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https://onlineexpress.jlg.com/parts/aftermarket-products/accessories-options/boom-accessories/_/N-2367003265
https://onlineexpress.jlg.com/parts/aftermarket-products/accessories-options/scissor-accessories/_/N-1929339898
https://onlineexpress.jlg.com/parts/aftermarket-products/accessories-options/telehandler-accessories/_/N-3437000405
http://onlineexpress.jlg.com


Advanced Technologies
Retrofit your existing boom lift with one of these  
advanced technologies that increases operator 
confidence and improves productivity.

SkyGuard®
Provides enhanced operator and control panel  
protection without limiting platform workspace  
or visibility. If an operator contacts the SkyGuard  
sensor as they move toward an obstruction, the  
system emits an audible alarm. When activated, this 
system stops all functions in use at the time and then 
temporarily reverses most functions that were in use.

Compact Crawlers | Electric | Engine & Hybrid | Toucan Mast

SkySense™
Increases a boom lift operator’s awareness of their immediate 
surroundings using strategically placed sensors that 
establish warning zones and stop distances in the machine’s 
direction of motion. Visual and audio alerts let operators 
know when the boom lift is approaching an object, and 
the sensors will automatically direct the machine to slow 
down and then stop if it gets too close to the object.

With accessory packages and platform 
add-ons from JLG, your boom lift can 
take productivity even further. Give boom 
lift operators the edge during tasks like 
welding, glazing, drywalling and more.

BOOM LIFT
accessor ies

BOOM LIFTS
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/32996-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/67822-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/67821-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/71081-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/83502-source


Application-Specific Options
When operators need to perform specific tasks at height, like welding 
reinforcing steel or glazing windows, having the right support can make 
all the difference. Explore these specialized options from JLG.

Pipe Racks
Maximize platform space and reduce trip 
hazards by storing pipes and other cylindrical 
materials on the outside of the platform.

TIRESOCKS®
Protects finished flooring from scuff marks caused by 
rubber boom lift tires and debris transfer. Constructed 
of heavy-duty fabric and made to fit any size tire.

SkyWelder®
Conserves space while providing fully integrated stick 
and TIG welding capabilities. This package is secured to 
the platform to help reduce theft. It includes:

•  280-amp Miller® CST 280 welder with a platform-
mounted amperage adjustment that provides power to 
accommodate stick and TIG welding applications 

•  100% duty cycle at 200 amps for the versatility 
to satisfy a variety of applications

•  Power supply to the welder and the platform, which allows 
for use of lights, grinders, drills and other small job site 
tools without repositioning a ground-based system

SkyGlazier®
Helps protect panels from damage and makes it more efficient to 
transport materials to the worksite—all while reducing operator 
fatigue from manual lifting. As the first and only factory-approved 
glass and panel tray for window glazing at height, it includes:

•  A foam-padded railing, a strap to secure panels and a rubber-
coated tray, to help prevent damage to panels

• A side-entry platform for improved entry when loading bulky materials

BOOM LIFTS
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/75814-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/70413-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/83503-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/68314-source


Platform Add-Ons
Get more out of your boom lift with our platform add-ons. These helpful features work to 
enhance the operator experience during general construction, building maintenance and more.

Platform Mesh Kits
Help keep materials 
and tools inside 
the platform when 
an operator is 
working at height.

Bolt-On Fall Arrest
Uses a cable to allow 
an operator to leave 
the boom lift platform 
and move freely 
without detaching 
their safety harness.

Mid-Rail Deck
Lets you reach into 
tight spaces at height 
by attaching to the 
inside rail of your 
boom lift’s existing 
36” x 96” platform to 
provide an additional 
19.5” of access height.

Boom Rail 
Extension
Allows operators to 
maintain a grip on 
the platform top 
railing while creating a 
buffer space between 
the operator’s hand 
and objects outside 
the platform for 
increased safety.

Fabric Mesh Kits
Help keep materials and tools inside the boom 
lift platform while providing a clear view of the 
work area and allowing for better air flow.

General Booms | Compact Crawlers

BOOM LIFTS
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/57914-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/68075-source
https://www.jlg.e
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/68078-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/68078-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/57928-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/67948-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/124759-source


Advanced Technologies
Retrofit your existing scissor lift with advanced 
technology that increases operator confidence, 
maximizes productivity and enhances efficiency.

SkySense™
Increases a scissor lift operator’s 
awareness of their immediate 
surroundings using strategically placed 
sensors that establish warning zones 
and stop distances in the machine’s 
direction of motion. Visual and audio 
alerts let operators know when the 
scissor lift is approaching an object, and 
the sensors will automatically direct 
the machine to slow down and then 
stop if it gets too close to the object.

Optimize your ability to work efficiently 
at height with JLG® scissor lift 
accessories. See how you can expand 
your machine’s capabilities with these 
productivity-boosting options.

SCISSOR LIFT
accessor ies
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/83504-source


Application-Specific Options
When operators need to perform specific tasks at height, like installing ductwork or wiring electric, 
having the right support can make all the difference. Explore these specialized options from JLG.

Pipe Racks
Maximize platform space and reduce trip hazards by storing pipes and 
other cylindrical materials on the outside of the platform. Pipe racks 
help keep your tools and materials organized and within reach while 
maintaining the overall machine width for travel in confined areas. 

TIRESOCKS®
Protects finished flooring from scuff marks caused by 
rubber scissor lift tires and debris transfer. Constructed of 
heavy-duty fabric and made to fit any size tire.

Electrician’s Package
Increases productivity in electrical contractor applications 
that require battery-powered tools. It includes:

•  Stowable WorkStation in the Sky™ that provides ample storage 
for tools and fasteners, available with or without a 12V plug

•  A rail-mounted vise for clamping conduit while cutting, 
threading or bending it (select models only)

•  An “Electrician’s Tree” for wire pulling and reducing 
friction associated with ground-based wire spools

• Pipe racks for storing pipe outside the platform to reduce trip hazards

Plumber’s Package
Increases efficiency during plumbing work while helping to prevent 
rail damage and optimizing platform space. It includes:

•  Stowable WorkStation in the Sky™ that provides ample storage 
for tools and fasteners, available with or without a 12V plug

•  A rail-mounted vise for clamping pipes or holding 
other work materials (select models only)

• Pipe racks for storing pipe outside the platform to reduce trip hazards

Plant Maintenance Package
Provides helpful features for performing a range 
of facility maintenance tasks. It includes:

•  Pipe/conduit racks for storing materials outside 
the platform to reduce trip hazards

•  Stowable WorkStation in the Sky™ that provides ample storage 
for tools and fasteners and power from a 12V plug

•  5 1/2” bench vise that’s essential for securing material while cutting or drilling

•  QuikWelder®, a self-contained wire-feed welder that’s ideal for spot welding 
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/83393-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/70413-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/19364-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/19364-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/19364-source


Platform Add-Ons
Get more out of your scissor lift with our platform add-ons. These options help your team stay 
organized at height so they can confidently complete jobs like drywalling, painting, HVAC work 
and general construction tasks.

Inverter Kits
Provide a power source 
inside the platform that 
converts DC electricity 
into AC electricity. This 
power source can be 
used to charge power 
tools, electronics and 
more while at height.

Fabric Mesh Kits
Help keep materials and 
tools inside the scissor 
lift platform while 
providing a clear view of 
the work area. They also 
allow for better air flow 
through the platform.

WorkStation 
in the Sky™
Optimizes platform space 
by integrating common 
tools and supplies directly 
into the platform. This 
option improves efficiency, 
decreases setup time and 
eliminates the need for 
ground-based equipment. 
Keep tools off the floor 
and within arm’s reach.

QuikAccess Rail
Allows operators to 
maintain a grip on the 
platform top railing while 
creating a buffer space 
between the operator’s 
hand and objects 
outside the platform 
for increased safety.

Material Tray
Organizes tools and 
materials in the platform 
so operators can more 
efficiently perform 
work at height.

Perimeter Lighting Kit 
Provides a perimeter of 
light around your machine 
so you can see and be 
seen on the worksite. Save 
time in both indoor and 
outdoor applications by 
having a lighted perimeter 
follow along with your 
machine instead of 
placing cones around it.
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/67411-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/72789-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/72786-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/72786-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/67432-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/68337-source


Durability & Operation
No matter the applications where they will be used, telehandlers must withstand 
the rigors of demanding job sites. Explore these accessories designed to 
keep productivity high all day long even in challenging conditions.

Cold Weather Kit
Controls the temperature of key operating components during harsh 
winter months. Protect your equipment against hard starts with this 
kit’s battery heater, hydraulic tank heater and engine breather heater.

BrickGuard®
Provides extra protection for your 
telehandler when lifting brick, block or  
any other debris that can fall. This kit 
comes with two separate brick guards 
—one for the top and one for the 
front—and does not affect the 
use of the windshield wiper.

Equip your telehandler with accessories 
that improve operator comfort, confidence 
and productivity. When demanding jobs 
need to be done, JLG® accessories help 
you get the most out of your telehandler.

TELEHANDLER
accessor ies

Fender Kit
Reduces the number of debris thrown into  
the air from tire rotation. Adding fenders to  
your telehandler helps protect your equipment 
investment and keep your telehandler clean.
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https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/71766-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/71763-source
https://www.jlg.com/dfsmedia/e4042b10c9ce4595b4cc059f1299f079/71764-source


Awareness & Security
We offer telehandler accessories that can increase visibility and operator awareness, as well 
as secure your equipment from unauthorized operation. See how these advanced, versatile 
options help protect your investment.

Reverse Sensing Kit
Helps operators remain aware of their surroundings by using 
pulse radar technology to detect moving and stationary objects. 
When an object is identified in one of its four detection zones, 
the system sounds an audible alarm inside the cab.

Backup Camera
Increases operator awareness when backing up. This durable 
camera option provides an additional view directly behind the 
machine and magnifies sounds around the equipment.

Multi-View Camera
Increases operator confidence and awareness when they’re operating 
SkyTrak® telehandlers. This system displays multiple views from behind 
the machine—left, right and rear. It consists of four components: left- and 
right-side backup cameras, a rear backup camera and a tri-view monitor.

Programmable Security Lock
Prevents unauthorized machine operation by limiting equipment access to 
only users who enter a four-digit operator’s code. Protect your investment 
with this easy-to-install option that supports up to 99 unique users.

White Noise Alarm
Minimizes machine noise on the job while increasing operator 
awareness. This alarm emits sound at multiple frequencies 
attenuated above 4,000 Hz so that the sound appears to dissipate 
more quickly than a conventional pure-tone alarm.
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Shop JLG® Accessories
Online Express has all the boom lift, scissor 
lift and telehandler accessories you need to 
optimize your machines. Shop online today.

https://onlineexpress.jlg.com/
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